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“A lot of you tell us you want more people calling you and finding you. And, this is a way to get that. It’s pretty cool!”

Jennifer Gluckow, Sales in a New York Minute

“We connected and within a week we had a 2 hour virtual SEO consultation scheduled. We implemented what we 
learned on our site and within 2 days of posting our SEO strategy pages, there we were–on page 1 of Google–in #1 
position! Thanks Emily!”

Jeremy Cyrier, Mansard Commercial Real Estate

Kasey Eakins, Higginbotham Family Dental

“The knowledge that I’ve acquired from working with Emily has paid for itself many times over.”

John Brooks, MS, CISSN, Nutrition361.com

Hi Emily, Some great news.
Yesterday, I received my first inquiry directly from one of my blog posts.
The post we created together is on page 1 and got a response 4 days after I posted it!”

“Thank you again for coming and working with our team the past few days. It was so eye opening and informative! 
You get 5 Stars!!!!
We have results! We were impatient, lol, and looked for results on our phones last night and we’re ranked 3rd in 
organic!!!!!”

Alexander Van Buren, Potential To Grow

Scott Forrest, Senior Vice President, Equity, Inc.

“After some research and reviewing references, we chose Emily Journey to provide WordPress training for our team. 
Emily was personable, effective and thorough in her approach to instruction. She was able to accommodate the 
diversity of skill levels and knowledge among our students and keep the classes moving. Since the class we have all 
been able to function successfully in the WordPress environment – and it’s great to know that follow up assistance was 
included in our instructional package. Emily will impress and then empower. She is a true professional and knows how 
to create a great learning moment.”

Michelle Joyce, Michelle Joyce Speakers

“Emily, I wanted to let you know that I just booked my first seminar using the SEO technique of ‘naming your blog post 
what people search for’ that you shared with me during our time together. Thank you so much for that wonderful tip!”
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